Background:
Valve amplifiers rule! But may be a bit old fashioned in the year of 2022? To even try out an alternative to those old valves the
requirements were as follows: The sound and feel has to be all correct—in other words it should sound and feel the same as
playing a really good energy consuming valve amplifier (which came into existence like 100 years ago). So why not simply make
a valve amplifier and stay happy with that? Why reinvent the wheel? Well, there are already so many good tube amplifiers
available (maybe too many?) which means Himmelstrutz Elektro Art does not need to reinvent—in our modern times it should
be possible to use something else other than these old valves (which also requires large transformers, valves, sockets etc).
Everyone, also musicians, can think about reducing the energy that is consumed, sometimes perhaps even wasted, preferably
without missing out on other things! Why not also in a smaller format? Because of these simple reasons, you have now decided
on Himmelstrutz 8!

Setup/usage:
First of all: Adjust the mighty knob Vol to zero.

1. Speaker
Connect a speaker (4 to 16 ohm) to Himmelstrutz 8 Speaker .
Note: As there’s no speaker included when you purchase Himmelstrutz 8 it’s
up to you to obtain the required speaker.

Speaker Output

2. Instrument In
Connect your instrument, or the output from
your pedal(s) to Himmelstrutz 8 Input.

Instrument Input
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3. Power supply setup
AC/DC-adapter

A) Connect the included AC/DC-adapter to a
grounded mains outlet.
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To avoid audio interference/hum: connect the
Clamp on the AC/DC adapter to one ground pin in
the mains outlet.
Ground pin
Note: If you live outside Sweden you may need to get yourself
a Europe-To-Your-Country-Plug-Adapter .

Ground pin

Grounded mains outlet.

Clamp connected to a
mains outlet ground pin

B) Connect the AC/DC adapter next to the Clamp.

Result: With the clamp we have reduced the risk of
sound interference or hum.

AC/DC Adapter + clamp
fully connected to mains outlet

C) The AC/DC adapter plug is now connected to
Himmelstrutz 8 24V DC and the power supply setup is
complete.

Connecting the 24V DC connector

24V DC connection completed

4. Effects Loop
Effects, don’t we all luv em?, such as reverb/delay or
modulation effects which are suitable for connecting to the
Himmelstrutz 8 serial effects loop where the input of the
effect is connected to Himmelstrutz 8 Send and the effect
output is connected to Himmelstrutz 8 Return.
Send/Return connections

Tip: As the physical footprint of Himmelstrutz 8 is reduced
there’s a limited space for connectors so we do
recommend using straight/not Right Angled connectors.
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Straight connectors

5. Power Status LED
When the power supply is connected the power indicator
(LED) of Himmelstrutz 8 shines up in a yellow kind of hue.
This indicates Himmelstrutz 8 is in “Standby Mode” which
means the current/power consumption is minimal
(10mA/0.24W). Himmelstrutz 8 is in this state muted/
asleep—to save power, no waste while not playing.
Standby Mode

When you start playing Himmelstrutz 8 will wake up and the LED
will change to green which means Himmelstrutz 8 is in “Active
Mode”. In this state your playing will be heard with a maximum
power consumption of 15 watts—which in this context can get
LOUD.
Himmelstrutz 8 remains in “Active Mode” for about 90 seconds after
you stop playing or adjusting the instrument volume to zero.
Then the “Standby Mode” is reactivated and the LED turns back
to yellow which means back to minimal power consumption.

Active Mode

6. Adjusting the tone/playing your instrument
A:

Make sure the huge and horrifying Vol knob is still set to minimum.

B:

Check that your instrument is connected to Input.

C:

Adjust all tone controls, Lo, Mid, Hi, to middle position/noon.

D:

Slightly increase the Vol, play some notes and try your way until you find a suitable sound level/tone character.
Despite the small format, just by turning up the volume, you can make this little amplifier roar like its bigger
cousin which uses those energy-sucking vacuum valves!

E:

If you need to change the tone character, in case you connected pedals in front of Himmelstrutz 8,
or connected effects in the effects loop, Send/Return, then adjust the tone controls, Lo, Mid, Hi, until
your preferred tone character has been achieved.

7. Summary
At Himmelstrutz Elektro Art we wish you will get good use of and find a lot of inspiring sounds in
company with your Himmelstrutz 8!
Take care of your hearing: if you play loud, please use ear protection, which may be forgotten when you
experience irresistible sounds, but don’t forget this as loud sounds may be harmful to your ears!
For questions or comments, do not hesitate to contact Himmelstrutz Elektro Art at www.himmelstrutz.com.
Sincerely,
Joakim Hedeby, Himmelstrutz Elektro Art, Sweden
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Connections/Controls
(Included 24V/1A AC/DC adapter)

Technical Specification
General
Model

Model Family

Technology

Channels

Himmelstrutz 8

Himmelstrutz 8

100% Solid state

1

Discrete Class A + Class A/B

Electronics
Output wattage

Outputs

Inputs

Controls

4 ohm approx 15 watt *
8 ohm approx 8 watt *
16 ohm approx 4 watt *

1 x Speaker (4-16 ohm)
1 x 1/4" Jack Socket

1 x Input (>1 Mega ohm)
1 x 1/4" Jack Socket

Lo, Mid, Hi, Vol
(Bass, Mids, Treble, Volume)

Effects Loop

1 x Series, Send/Return
2 x 1/4" Jack Sockets
* @ about 10 % distortion, which ain’t necessarily a bad thing!

Dimensions (including knobs & feet)
Weight

Width (mm)

Height (mm)

Depth (mm)

0,7 kg/1,54 lbs

111,6/4,39"

60,0/2,36"

61,6/2.42"
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